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Mozambique leader campaigns on 
gas riches, but will poor benefit?

MANILA: In other news, the Philippines’ top police-
man, who leads the nation’s deadly drugs crackdown,
quit yesterday as he faces allegations of protecting
officers accused of selling a huge haul of seized nar-
cotics. Though the scandal dates from before Oscar
Albayalde’s time as national police chief, it has raised
fresh criticism of President Rodrigo Duterte’s signature
anti-narcotics campaign, which is key to his massive
popularity among Filipinos.

As part of Duterte’s internationally condemned ini-
tiative, police have killed thousands of alleged dealers
and users since mid-2016, but critics say the wealthy
and powerful have been largely untouched. Albayalde’s
resignation comes days after two former police offi-
cials implicated him in a 2013 raid in which officers in a
province near Manila allegedly seized and then sold
parts of a large methamphetamine haul.

One former official claimed Albayalde intervened to
protect the officers from disciplinary action, while the
other said he received money from the drug sale.
Criminal charges against the officers allegedly involved
in the matter were dismissed in 2017. However, prose-
cutors have now re-opened the case and summoned
the men for questioning. Albayalde, then the province
commander, has vehemently denied any wrongdoing.
He said the allegations may have been an effort to gain
publicity for people interested in his job.

President Rodrigo Roa Duterte for his trust and
confidence,” Albayalde said in a message announcing
his departure. Though the issue has been bubbling for
weeks in Senate hearings, Duterte has remained large-
ly silent on the matter. He had pledged to root out
deep-seated corruption in the Philippine police but
has repeatedly expressed frustration and anger with
the extent of the problem.

Neri Colmenares, a lawyer for families pushing for
an International Criminal Court prosecution of those
behind the drug war, branded the allegations against
Albayalde a “major embarrassment”. “Even the presid-
ing officers of the PNP (national police) are involved in
drugs themselves,” he said. It “shows what we’ve been
saying all along, this is targeted against the poor”. 

Philippine police say they have killed just over
5,500 suspects who fought back against arrest, but
rights groups say the true toll is four times higher and
may amount to crimes against humanity. International
Criminal Court prosecutors have launched a prelimi-
nary probe of the killings, and the UN’s top human
rights body has approved a review. — AFP 
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Some have already dubbed the country the ‘new Qatar’

Attempts to split
China risk ‘smashed’
bodies: Xi
BEIJING: President Xi Jinping has warned that any
attempts to split China would result in “bodies
smashed and bones ground to powder”, amid four
months of anti-Beijing unrest in Hong Kong. Xi
issued the dire message during a weekend visit to
Nepal, according to a foreign ministry statement
released on Sunday.

“Anyone who attempts to split any region from
China will perish, with their bodies smashed and
bones ground to powder,” Xi said, according to the
ministry. “Any external forces that support the split-
ting of China can only be regarded as delusional by
the Chinese people,” he said. While Xi did not men-
tion any region by name, his comments came as riot
police and pro-democracy protesters clashed again in
Hong Kong on Sunday and amid tensions with self-
ruled Taiwan.

Rallies erupted in multiple neighborhoods of Hong
Kong, with some protesters blocking roads, sabotag-
ing train tracks, and trashing pro-China businesses in
the financial hub. China has accused “external forces”
of fuelling unrest in the semi-autonomous city, a for-
mer British colony that enjoys rights unheard of in the
mainland, such as freedom of speech. The protests
were sparked by opposition to a now-scrapped pro-
posal to allow extraditions to mainland China, but
have since morphed into a larger movement for
democracy and police accountability.

There have been concerns that China could send in
troops to put an end to the unrest, but Beijing has so
far said it believes Hong Kong’s police force is capa-
ble of handling the protests. Few analysts believe
Beijing would risk international condemnation by
repeating its 1989 crackdown on pro-democracy
demonstrators in Tiananmen Square, when it
deployed tanks and troops to quash the uprising,
leaving hundreds, perhaps more than 1,000, dead.

Beijing has also hardened its stance with demo-
cratic Taipei since President Tsai Ing-wen was elected
in 2016, as her government refuses to acknowledge
that Taiwan is part of “one China”. Taiwan has ruled
itself since the end of a civil war in 1949, but China
views the island as its territory and has vowed to
seize it — by force if necessary. Another sovereignty
flashpoint is Tibet. Nepal is home to around 20,000
exiled Tibetans, but under pressure from Beijing the
current communist government has taken an increas-
ingly hardline stance on their activities. Nepalese
Prime Minister KP Sharma Oli told Xi that his coun-
try, which borders Tibet, would “never allow any
forces to use Nepalese territory for anti-China sepa-
ratist activities”, according to the foreign ministry
statement. — AFP 

MAPUTO: The discovery of vast gas reserves on
Mozambique’s remote northern coast has the potential to
transform the economy of one of the world’s poorest
countries and lift millions out of poverty. That’s the mes-
sage President Filipe Nyusi has repeated at every oppor-
tunity as he campaigned ahead of the country’s general
election today.

“With this project, the children of farmers will become
doctors and the children of miners will become lawyers,”
he said on the campaign trail. But since the underwater
treasure was identified almost a decade ago, questions
have been raised about whether the colossal riches will
ultimately benefit the nearly half of the southeastern
African country living in poverty. The size of the discovery
is staggering.

Estimated at up to 5,000 billion cubic meters (175,000
billion cubic feet), the gas deposits have the potential
immediately to turn Mozambique into one of the world’s
biggest exporters of liquefied natural gas. Some have
already dubbed the country the “new Qatar”. Energy con-
sultancy Wood McKenzie forecasts that state revenue
from LNG will reach $3 billion a year from 2030 — sin-
gle-handedly doubling current revenue. 

But development at the sites in the northernmost
province Cabo Delgado has been repeatedly delayed — in
part due to deadly attacks by a shadowy jihadist insur-
gency in the area — and has only recently started to make
headway.  Construction began in August on a $25 billion
project that French energy giant Total acquired from US
firm Anadarko as part of the latter company’s takeover by
Occidental. And American gas giant Exxon Mobil is
expected to finalise a $30 billion investment next year.

For the many or the few? 
Nyusi’s Frelimo party has been in power since the

country gained independence in 1975, but its popularity
has recently taken a hit due to a financial crisis linked to

state corruption. The president, running for a second term,
has been keen to talk up the gas projects, estimated to
create 5,000 direct jobs and 45,000 indirect jobs.

Of course, history is littered with examples of countries
with huge energy wealth that enriches only those in power.
“Some countries have had natural resources for a long
time, but a majority of their population stayed poor,”
Nyusi said last week. He pledged that would not be the
case in Mozambique: “We want and we have to make a
difference.” Nyusi said last month that the state would
spend $880 million it expects to receive as part of the
Occidental takeover on rebuilding areas devastated by
cyclones Idai and Kenneth earlier this year, as well as pay-
ing off state debt and closing the budget deficit. With 46
percent of the country’s around 31 million population living
below the poverty line, according to the World Bank, such
huge sums raise the hopes of some voters.

“These resources will benefit everyone,” said Sara
Lucas, a 35-year-old mother at Nyusi’s final campaign
event in the capital Maputo on Saturday. But this enthusi-
asm is not shared by everyone, with critics accusing the
regime of entrenched corruption.  “As with everything else,
these resources will only benefit the few,” said Stelio
Inacio, a 41-year-old official from the former rebel group
turned main opposition party Renamo.

Fears of fresh violence 
Even paying off state debt is contentious after it was

revealed in 2016 that the government secretly borrowed $2
billion, plunging the country into the worst financial crisis
in its history. The “hidden debt” scandal uncovered a vast
network of corruption with close links — allegedly includ-
ing family members — to the regime.

“They said they would use the gas revenues to pay for
the ‘hidden debt’. We do not want that,” said opposition
MP Simon Macuiani. “The revenues must first serve the
economic development of the country.” The opposition is

not alone in fearing the wealth may not trickle down. “Our
forecast is that the poorest of the poorest in Mozambique
are not really going to benefit,” said Liesl Louw-Vaudran,
an analyst at South Africa’s Institute for Security Studies.

“It is still crucial to have stability... Frelimo and Renamo

have to stick to their political agreement if things are
going to improve in Mozambique.” The two arch-foes
signed a peace deal in August hoping to turn the page on
decades of conflict, including a brutal 1975-1992 civil war
that left nearly a million dead. — AFP

Mobile phones back 
in Kashmir, but 
internet still down
SRINAGAR: Mobile phone networks were restored in
Indian Kashmir yesterday after a 72-day blackout, author-
ities said, but the internet remains off-limits to the region’s
seven million-plus people. India cut access to mobile net-
works in the restive Kashmir Valley in early August citing
security concerns as it scrapped the region’s semi-
autonomous status and imposed a lockdown.

The easing yesterday covers around four million post-
paid mobile phone contracts, but only for calls and text
messages. The internet is still unavailable both on cell-
phone and fixed line networks. Landlines were restored
previously, although residents say connections are erratic.
The stripping of Kashmir’s special status on August 5 also
saw New Delhi send in tens of thousands of extra troops
to what even before was one of the world’s most heavily
militarized zones. Several hundred Kashmiri politicians,
activists, lawyers and others remain in custody, mostly
without charge. Several thousand ordinary Kashmiris were
also detained, including children as young as nine, with
protesters and security forces clashing at regular rallies.
Most have since been released.

Harsh words for Modi 
UN human rights chief Michelle Bachelet said last

month she was “deeply concerned” while Washington
called for the “rapid” lifting of restrictions. Mohammad
Akbar, a businessman, told AFP in the main city Srinagar
that he was pleased that mobile phones were working
again, but had harsh words for the government of Prime
Minister Narendra Modi.

“Mobile phones are a commercial service that we pay

for, not a favor,” he said. “They slash our basic rights and
then ease things as favors and call it normalcy.” Having
mobile phones “is something completely normal in most
countries. But here in Kashmir it is a big deal”, said law
student Mashouq. “And it can be taken away at any
time.” Kashmir has been spl it  between India and
Pakistan since 1947 and has been the spark of two wars
and numerous skirmishes — most recently in February
when they conducted tit-for-tat air strikes. Tens of thou-
sands of people, most of them civilians, have died since
1989 in an uprising against Indian rule that New Delhi
blames on Islamabad. — AFP 

MATOLA: Mozambican ruling Party FRELIMO (Mozambique Liberation Front) Presidential Candidate and Incumbent
Mozambican President Filipe Nyusi gestures as he delivers a speech during his party’s last Mozambican General
Election campaign rally. — AFP 

Britain’s William, Kate 
to begin ‘complex’ 
tour of Pakistan
ISLAMABAD: Prince William and his wife Kate will
arrive in Pakistan today for their “most complex” tour to
date, British officials said, with Islamabad eager to tout
improved security after years of violent militancy.
Details of the five-day visit are being kept under wraps,
with security expected to be tight for the couple’s first
official trip to Pakistan, and the first visit by a British
royal since William’s father Charles and his wife Camilla
came in 2006.

In addition to Islamabad they are set to visit the ancient
Mughal capital of Lahore, as well as the mountainous
north and the region near the border with Afghanistan in
the west, according to British High Commissioner Thomas

Drew. “I’ve always been struck by the warmth in Pakistan
towards the Royal Family,” he said in a video published to
Twitter late Sunday. The couple’s program will pay respect
to Britain’s historic relationship with Pakistan, once part of
colonial India, he said.

“But it will focus largely on showcasing Pakistan as it is
today, a dynamic, aspirational, and forward-looking
nation,” Drew continued. They are expected to see
Pakistan’s efforts to combat climate change and learn
about the “complex security” of the region, among other
issues, a statement from Kensington Palace said earlier this
month. Pakistan has waged a long, bloody battle with mili-
tancy which has seen tens of thousands of people killed in
the past 15 or so years.

Charles’ and Camilla’s 2006 trip was tainted when
they were forced to pull out of a visit to Peshawar over
safety concerns after the military launched an airstrike
on a religious school that killed 80 people. But security
has improved dramatically since the army intensified a
crackdown on militant groups in 2015, with several
countries changing their travel warnings for Pakistan as
a result, and Islamabad eager to promote both tourism

and foreign investment. There are promising signs, such
as British Airways return earlier this year after more
than a decade, and the slow but steady revival of inter-
national  cr icket . Analysts have long warned that
Pakistan is not yet getting to the root causes of extrem-
ism, however, and militants retain the ability to carry out
attacks, including in urban areas. Kensington Palace has
called the trip “the most complex tour undertaken by
The Duke and Duchess to date, given the logistical and
security considerations”.

The couple are also expected to meet Prime Minister
Imran Khan, who was close friends with William’s moth-
er, the late Princess Diana. Last week, foreign minister
Shah Mehmood Qureshi invoked the memory of Diana,
who charmed Pakistanis when she visited in her official
capacity in 1991. She also made several private visits in
later years to help Khan — then a cricketer-turned-
opposition politician married to her friend Jemima —
raise money for a cancer hospital in Lahore. “We will
always remember late Princess Diana’s visit and her self-
less service to humanity, not only in Pakistan but all over
world,” Qureshi said.

SRINAGAR: Women look on as they use mobiles phones in
Srinagar on October 14, 2019, following Indian govern-
ment’s decision to restore mobile phones network in
Indian-administered Kashmir. — AFP 

MANILA: This file photo taken on August 8, 2018 shows
Philippine President Rodrigo Duterte (R) reviewing
policemen along with national police chief Oscar
Albayalde (L) in a sudden downpour during the 117th
police anniversary celebration at the national head-
quarters. — AFP 

Afghan gets 26 years 
jail for Amsterdam 
terror stabbing
THE HAGUE: Dutch judges yesterday sentenced an
Afghan man to 26 years and eight months in jail for stab-
bing two American tourists at Amsterdam’s Central sta-
tion in a terror attack. The 20-year-old, identified only
as Jawed S., was also ordered at Amsterdam district
court to pay almost three million euros ($3.3 million) in
damages following the August 31, 2018 assault.

One of the two victims remains in a wheelchair
after the attack, which sent midday commuters at the
city’s busiest station into a panic. Police shot Jawed S.
in the lower body before arresting him. “He never
showed any regret or remorse during his trial, repeat-
edly saying he would do the same again if his religion
was insulted,” the judges said. “The risk of a repeat

offence is therefore very high and the court finds it
essential that society is protected against him as long
as possible.”

During his trial at a heavily-fortified courtroom,
Jawed S. said he travelled to the Netherlands from
Germany to “protect the Prophet Mohammed”. He also
mentioned anti-Islam politician Geert Wilders, and his
knife assault  came a day after the far-right MP
announced he was cancelling moves to stage a cartoon
competition to caricature the Prophet Mohammed.
Dutch prosecutors charged Jawad S. with two counts of
attempted murder with a terrorist aim and judges found
all accusations against him had been proven.

“He (Jawed S.) came to the Netherlands to kill as
many people as possible,” the judges said. The wheel-
chair-bound victim has a severe spinal cord injury, while
the second American man was stabbed in the right chest
and arm. “Despite the fact that the threat was short-
lived, it had a devastating effect on the two Americans
and their spouses,” the judges said. The wife of one vic-
tim also had a miscarriage two months after the attack.
“The question whether she’ l l  ever have chi ldren
remains,” the judges said. — AFP 


